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threeSOURCE: Reimagining
How We Collect and Share
Information about Social Issues
Jen Hoyer and Stephen MacDonald

Introduction
This chapter examines management of information about social justice is
sues through a discussion of che development and implementation of three
SOURCE (www.chreesource.ca). Managed by che Resource Coordinator (RC)
at the Edmonton Social Planning Council, threeSOURCE is an online research
database and library catalog char was created co help community organizations
in the Canadian province of Alberta retrieve information about local social is
sues that they work co address.
The authors of chis paper have been involved with chreeSOURCE from its
inception co che present. Jen Hoyer worked as RC ac the Edmonton Social Plan
ning Council from 2009 co 2011, launching chreeSOURCE in Occober 2010.
When Jen cook off for the African bush in 2011, Stephen MacDonald took over
the RC position and has worked to promote chreeSOURCE, expanding the size
and diversity of threeSOURCE's user base.
Our reflections on che creation, design, and implemencacion of three
SOURCE highlight exciting new ways co chink about information delivery. As
librarians working in a position char was not advertised exclusively co informa
tion professionals, we reflect on how our profession should look for new places
for our skills co be used. Finally, we discuss how the work we do can reflect and
challenge che core values of our profession.
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A Library for Social Issues
While librarians and the many types of libraries they work in often C.
r
deeply abouc social justice issues, chose working in the social services sect or;
researchers or practitioners tend not co maximize library resources relevant 10
their work Reasons for chis are beyond che scope of chis chapter, but thev n .
i
elude factors such as a limited amount of time co conduce research, accessibili
ty
co research chat impacts their sector, and the relevance of collections that are
available to chem (Krekoski, 2008).
As a social justice research agency with over seventy years' history providing
information about social issues in che community, che Edmonton Soc ial Plan.
ning Counci l (ESPC) finds itselfin a unique position co capture and provide ac
cess t0 resources about social issues in che province chat are relevant to research
ers, students, practitioners, and the general public. The ESPC has for decades
maintained its library as a means of providing space for important resources thar
m i ght nor find a home in ocher library collections.
Much of the literature produced by social justice organizations is classi
fied as grey liceracure. Grey literature refers to documerm in any formac and in
any sector that are produced outside che realm of commercial publishi ng (Grey
Literacure :--lecwork Service, 2012). In che social services seccor, chis includes
but is not limited to policy documents, operational plans, and program revi ews.
In traditional libraries, grey literature often falls through che cracks. fr can be
difficult to shelve, classify, and provide access co these types of publicati ons.
At the Edmonton Social Planning Council, in an environment dedicated to
the use of such information, these documents were a natural fir. Over the his
tory of the ESPC. countless stories have been told of policy makers and agency
directors searching tirelessly for an important document_:-even one chat their
own organization had authored-and discovering chat the only publicly avail
able copy of the publication was sitting on a shelf of the library at the ESPC Re
source Library. The significance ofchis small resource library collection cannot
be understated; it has served as a unique and important repository of research
publications on local social issues that support che work of Edmonton's social
services sector.

Context Matters: Social Issues in the City of
Edmonton and the Province of Alberta
Located in che central area ofthe prov i nce ofAlberta, Edmonton is a grow
ing, medium-sized cicy of 817,498 people (City of Edmonton, 2012). The cicy
is located near Alberta's large oil sand reserves. The oil industry in Alberta is a
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major employer, creating spin-off jobs in the Edmonton area that fuel the city
economy. In recent years, the city has attracted people from across Canada and
from other countries in search of employ1nent. Because of the city's strong eco
nomic standing, it has one of the lowest unemployment rates in the country.
With that said, Edmonton is not immune from major social problems, includ
ing poverty, homelessness, and related issues:
• In 2010, there were over 91,000 children under the age of 18 living be
low che low income measure (Statistics Canada, 20 I 2).
• Research has also found that there is a significant number of low-income
employees working in the city. According to Statistics Canada data pur
chased by Public Interest Alberta, 418,900 workers in the province of
Alberta (or 23.8% of the workforce) are making below $15 an hour.
Most of these workers (77%) are at least 20 years old and are in the prime
wage earning years. Research has also shown that more women than men
are employed in low-wage positions in Alberta. Of aJl low-wage workers
in Alberta, 60.8°/4 (or 254,700) of these individuals are women (Public
Interest Alberta, 2012).
• Similar trends are occurring in Edmonton. 139,900 workers in Edmon
ton are making below $15 an hour. Almost a quarter of these individuals
(23.9°/4) are over 20 years of age. As in the province as a whole, more
women than men are employed in low-wage positions. In Edmonton,
61.1% of low wage workers are women (Public Interest Alberta, 2012).
• Homelessness is a continuing problem in the province. According to
the 20IO Edmoncon Homeless Count, 2421 homeless individuals were
counted in Edmonton. A"'Significant percentage of these individuals
(36%) appeared to be Aboriginal (Homeward Trust Edmonton, 2012).
The number of homeless individuals seems to have dropped between
2008 and 20 I 0, when volunteers counted 3079 homeless Edmontonians
(Homeward Trust Edmonton, 2012). In Calgary, the January 2012
homeless count found 3190 homeless individuals in the city (Calgary
Homeless Foundation, 20 I 2).
This brief discussion about poverty and homelessness shows that Edmonton
is dealing with related social issues as well, such as systemic racism and gender
inequality. Fortunately, Edmonton has a swath of social service agencies that
exist to fight social inequality and help vulnerable groups of people live a bet
ter life. threeSOURCE was designed to keep the social services sector informed
about statistical trends related to social issues and new research that can help
these organizations develop solutions co the problems they are addressing in the
community.
25
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Improving Access: Finding a Way Forward
Aware of the value of its library collection, and equally aware of the fact
that a room full of books and reports in the offices of a small social justice think
tank is not the first stop for researchers and policy mak,ers in their search for the
information they need, the ESPC decided to improve access and increase use of
its resource collection. In 2009, funds were sought from a grant under the ,Gov
ernment of Alberta's Community Initiatives Program co take the library online.
With a little SOIT\\'.are and some computer know-how, setting up a Web
based library system is a fairly easy ventu,re. Doing a good job of it, however,
can be tricky business. The uniqUJe nature of the ESIPC's resource collection,
combined with the distinctive information behavior of its targeted user com
munity within the field of social justice researchers and practitioners, called for
a thoughtful approach to the system design and implementation of rhis pro
posed digital library. The body of literature about the information behavior of
practitioners and researchers_ in the fields of social policy and social justice is, co
be generous, quite limited. A lengthy attempt at a literature review turned up
nothing that could directly inform the development of a system for this specific
context.

Meet the User
In 2008, the ESPC created the position of Resource Coordinator (RC),
whose majn role would be to spearhead library-related projects in the organiza
tion. A social science practitioner was hired to cake on this position andl was
made responsible for reviving the oft-neglected physical library and bringing
the library online. The first major project was to conduct a series of community
consultations with organizations in the community that would benefit from re
sources in the library. "Community partners" were identified as organizations
working in the community to achieve a more socially and economically just
Edmonton (Krekoski, 2008).
Leaders of these organizations-which included social service agencies,
think tanks, and activist groups-sat around the table to discuss the types of
research information they need and the information !{hat is necessary to carry
our their role �n the community. The diverse comm11.1nity leaders identified a
wide range of pressing social issues that their respective organizations needed
current information about. Poverty was referenced as a central theme that ocher
issues stemmed from; ocher major concerns related to the actions of elected of
ficials regarding social issues, the support systems in place for social issues, and
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the impact of the economic climate on social conditions. Participants discussed
the types of research or policy publications that would be useful to their work in
relation to these issues (Krekoski, 2008).
Participants also identified the following six reasons why they need access to
current research and policy publications in their field: advocating for the issues
that their organization addresses, d(monsrrating the role that their organization
plays, building capacity within their sector, facilitating collaboration, undertak
ing education and awareness initiatives, and informing service delivery by their
organization to the community.
This community consultation process had rwo immediate results. It sparked
nev, research projects by the ESPC that would address social issues highlighted
by participants. With regard to the library, it helped the ESPC investigate more
deeply the ways it could provide community partners with better access to cur
rent information and research.

Designing the Right System: Asking the Right Questions
Understanding the information behavior of a library's projected users is the
first crucial step towards finding the best solution for user needs. The commu
nity consultations described above provided basic information on what type of
information the ESPC library's user community is looking for and how they in
tend to use it. At the same rime, rhese discussions raised further questions about
the information-seeking behavior of these community organizations. While
agency executive directors might want more information on homelessness statis
tics and program implementation, where would they go to find this information
if it existed? How would they prefer to access it? If policy makers are desperate
to find documents from other jurisdictions, what is their first port of call? Is an
online library system the best answer for their information needs?
In 2009, when the original RC left the position ro follow new opportuni
ties, the RC job advertisement for a social science graduate who could assist
with research in a social justice think tank and also set up an online database of
research materials caught the eye of an information professional. Fresh out of
an MLIS degree program, and with a background working in public and school
libraries, Jen Hoyer explained to the ESPC hiring committee that they didn't
need an expert in the field, they needed an expert on information. With a librar
ian now at the helm, and as applications for funding to build an online library
system were being submitted, the focus ot community consultations switched
to user behavior. A series of phone calls and fa c e t-o-face conversations broached
new topics: "What kind ofinfam1ation do you need to do your work? When you try
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t() stay up-to-date in yourfield, who doyou talk to first? Ifwe have a great collection
ofresources on the shelfat our office, wouldyou come Look at them? Where doyou go
online to find the infonnation you need?"
Their answers co these questions were unanimous: Practitioners need the
latest (and possibly most difficult to find) reports published by small ithink tanks
scattered across the country. They want research char is relevant co their spe
cialized field of work as soon it is published. Current information is shared by
talking with colleagues. Going co a room full of books and reports: doesn't fit
in the schedule of a busy researcher, progratn planner, or executive director. An
unfainiliar online tool would take time to learn. Many of these ind!ividuals do
lliOt have enough time co muddle through complex search interfaces. Although
Google might not be che best research cool available, it usually helps them find
the information they need to answer their research questions.

Evaluating the Real Need
Creating a relevant and effective online library cool for chis audience be
ca.me daunting: in a classic case of "the consumers do not actually know what
c!hey wane," the projected user group did not want an on line library-they were
happy enough with Google. They , didn't have time to search for new resources;
they just wanted to have immediate access to this information so they could talk
about it with their colleagues as soon as possible. Designing a system co meet the
information needs of the social services sector would require thinking outside
the box- or, outside the Web portal.
In light of this, we outlined what the user community needed, how this fie
with subject scope and document formats in the resource collection, and how
information behavior could fit with information delivery models.

What do our users want? Social service practitioners, researchers, and policy
makers want current and timely information that is precisely relevant co their
field of work or study. Collection development should rely on constantly moni
toring collection use, attentively following appropriate authors and publishers,
and delivering new information as soon as possible.
How do our users want it? They want to have a conversation. Users want to
sit around their offices and ask colleagues what the newest and most relevant
publications are for their area of work. Important new information needs to be
on the front of everyone's mind as they chat around the water cooler.
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Will theyjoin the conversation' Similar online information portals, designed
co feed off the social networking buzz and requiring user involvement to func•
tiom well, have struggled co find an active user base. Abra Brynne ofbitsandbyres.
ca described their challenge ro involve users; after designing an online porcal thac
relied on members co post the latest research publications, the system lagged
in currency when busy community members could not find time co pose (A.
B rynne, personal communication, May 3 1 , 20 I 0). Users want co feel chat they
are involved in a social information exchange, but the system must not depend
entirely on user parcicipacion.
How can we make it work? The managers of similar online portals at rhe
Resource Centre for Voluntary Organizacions (now the Volunteer Alberta Re
source Centre) and Imagine Canada (L. Baker, personal communication, May
27, 2010; M. Kwasnicki, personal communication, June 2010) advised char a
successful information system should be managed by information professionaJs
who understand information, technology. and information behavior-someone
who can ask che right questions about user behavior and implement feedback
into design. Looking ar current social networking and communication trends,
they echoed Brynne's reflections on user dependence and concluded that a suc•
cessful system must invite conversation but not rely on user participation.

The Best Fit For Your Needs: Meet threeSOURCE
rhreeSOURCE was launched in Occober 20 I O ac www.chreesource.ca; co
create its title, we combined "resource" with the ..three" of "third sector"-a
term applied co nonprofit and social service organizations (following che "firsr
secicor" ofgovernment and the "second seccor" of business).
As an informacion sysren1, threeSOURCE is a hybrid between a library cac
alog and a bibliographic database. While some of che records in threeSOURCE
are for traditional monographs on che shelves of the ESPC's physical library, a
large proportion of the records describe print or eleccronic arcicles, conference
proceedings, and ocher grey lirerarure chat is highly relevant to the user audi
ence. Many of these records in rhreeSOURCE offer direct access ro electronic
full-rexr versions of rhese reports. A URL co the report on che publisher's website
or a link co the file on our own server is available in the reporr's chreeSOURCE
record. As of chis writing, che database contains 141 I records that either pro
vide access co a PDF versiorn of a report or a link ro a report on the publishing
organization's websice. These records account for over 30% of all records in
threeSOURCE. The electronic reports are being accessed far more often chm
books and other print resources in our physical library.
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Because threeSOURCE was created with the existing shelf-bound ESPC
Resource Library as its foundation, the preliminary collection was, with few
exceptions, print-only. By contrast, current additions to threeSOURCE are al
most entirely full-text electronic, apart from a few print-only monographs. Ad
ditionally, major efforts have been made to add full-text electronic editions to
records previously created for print-only items. chreeSOURCE was launched in
October 20 l 0 with approximately 3000 print-only items; two years later, with
that print-only foundation still intact but with a heavy acquisition emphasis on
electronic full-text, the portion of full-text items in threeSOURCE has risen to
one third.
Underlying many initial design decisions, che structure of threeSOURCE
was kept very basic in an attempt to move away from the complexity of library
tools and towards the simplicity of the most-used Web search platforms. For a
busy user community thar loves Google, the front end of threeSOURCE pro
vides a simple search box. Users should be able to find what they need by typ
ing a few words into a single space. If the user is interested in running a more
sophisticated, but not overly complex, search query to find the information they
need, they can use threeSOURCE's advanced search interface. This allows users
to search for reports with a particular title, subject focus, and publication dare.
Since it only has four fields and contains a detailed instruction guide, the search
engine is a user-friendly cool that allows people to make the most of their experi
ence using this database.

Innovation: Information Management in the
Context of the Social Services Sector
The success of threeSOURCE as a tool that is relevant to users in the social
services sector has depended on innovative librarians who can think outside the
library. Creative solutions have been required from the early planning stages
through the current implementation and promotion; if designed as a standard
library cool, threeSOURCE would be less useful and less relevant to its target
audience than it is now. A few pertinent examples highlight how threeSOURCE
stands as a model for new ways of thinking about information management.

The Embedded Librarian: Being Aware of User Needs
and Their Information-Seeking Behavior
The RC position at the ESPC is a unique type of information worker, a
prime example of an "embedded librarian"-an information professional who
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is a part of the community that they serve. This position allows the information
professional to understand the context they are operating within and deliver
appropriate services that satisfy the unique information needs of the individuals
and organizations they work with.
threeSOURCE is more than a website and more than an online library cata
log- it is our new way of starting conversations with our community. The RC
interacts with the database's user groups in physical (conferences and sympo
siums, social gatherings of sector professionals, business meetings involving the
sector) and online (social media applications, ESPC website) spaces. Interviews
with intended users revealed that members of this sector usually begin their
search for information by asking their colleagues. Taking char into consider
ation, threeSOURCE has tried ro become one of these colleagues. This means
networking with users at community events and sector-specific functions. Dur
ing these interactions, we learn more about user groups' information needs and
demonstrate how rhreeSOURCE can connect them with research that they are
looking for.
The RC represents the ESPC at meetings, conferences, community lectures,
and social events that bring together individuals who work in Edmonton's social
services sector. While attending these events, we encourage sector practitioners
to use threeSOURCE to stay informed about new research on social issues af
fecting the community. In addition to talking about threeSOURCE with em
ployees in this sector, the RC has the opportunity to set up displays at relevant
conferences in Edmonton. These displays have included bookmarks chat contain
additional information about rhreeSOURCE; a laptop to show delegates the
database's search functions and its research potential; and a paper form delegares
could fill our to subscribe to threeSOURCE's acquisitions email list, which noti
fies subscribers about new publications added to the database.
Relationships with the user community have helped develop the collection
hosted by threeSOURCE. We continually encourage nonprofit organizations in
the Ed1nonton area to submit research reporrs rhat rhey produce. These orga
nizations have become aware of the value of having a stable repository for their
publications in a world where Web hoses cannot always be maintained by small
oreanizarions, and they are eager ro see their publications shared more widely
than their own publishing capacity would allow.

Knowledge Is Everything: Determining Information Authority
Information literacy in the social services sector relies on having an aware
ness of the sector in order to determine source authority. The minds behind
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threeSOURCE are involved in the communicy that is writing and publishing
research materials for the third sector, and we are able to use this knowledge to
select credible resources that can be added to the database.
Traditional information literacy principles surrounding source author
icy-credibilicy of author and publisher-are difficult to assess in a sector where
much of the most pertinent information is published as grey literature. A re
search paper that appeared only on the website of a small institute may not look
authoritative but may be the best source on its topic; conversely, a shiny PDF
full of pristine charts and tables could seem to be a highly believable source but
might be published by an organization known for presenting one-sided argu
ments based on incomplete research. In the social services sector, determining
source authority comes not through traditional processes of looking at the type
of publication or its origin but through interaction with the community of au
thors and publishers, and knowledge of which authors and publishers are pro
ducing the most relevant and reliable information (Hoyer, 201 1).
The RC is employed by a research and advocacy organization that works
with similar organizations in Alberta and other parts of Canada on projects re
lated to social issues. As a result, we can draw upon our own and our coworkers'
existing knowledge of authoritative social research institutions to select reliable
publications for threeSOURCE. Moreover, we use our analytical skills co ensure
chat the reports that we add co chis database are high-qualicy publications. We
do this by reviewing them to ensure that they are well-researched, cite depend
able sources of information, and are written by credible authors and researchers
in their field.
Ofcourse, our own values and those of the organization we have been work
ing for shape our understanding of what a reliable source is. As a result, some
reports that other researchers consider to be reliable may not meet our standards.
As well, we may feel comfortable including some, but not all, of the reports that
an organization publishes, even if all of rheir publications focus on subject areas
that threeSOURCE covers. For example, we have chosen not to include reports
on poverty written by a well-known think-tank in Alberta because we do not
agree with their method of measuring poverty, which shapes their research on
this issue. At the same time, we have added to threeSOURCE reports published
by this organization that focus on other subjects that fall within our library's
collection mandate.
While users may not have the experience or time to properly make these
judgments regarding source authority, we can pass on our own expertise to
threeSOURCE users by carefully selecting authoritative documents and declin
ing potential acquisitions that don't make the cut.
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Joining the Conversation
Realizing how much our users like to talk about information, we set up
threeSOURCE as a means
to create conversation. We start discussion around
,
the break room with a series of lunchtime talks that profile imponant issues and
organizations in the local third sector. The ESPC's highly successful Lunch and
Learn Series is an opportunity for users to talk about what information they
need and what information has helped them tackle the issues profiled at each
of these events. Also, these lunches are an opportunity for the RC.,ro share new
publications and talk to social service workers about their information needs.
We begin electronic conversations by sending messages to those who have
subscribed to the database's acquisitions email list. Subscribers receive an email
that inforn1s them about new research publications added to the database and
provides them with a direct link to threeSOURCE records. Individuals can also
learn about additions to chreeSOURCE by subscribing to the database's acqui
sitions RSS feed, which is updated after a report is cataloged. Also, the ESPC's
monthly email newsletter, Research Update, contains links to new and especially
relevant publications, plus reviews of valuable and current research reports that
have been recently added to threeSOURCE. Written by volunteers from various
backgrounds, these reviews kick-srarr further discussions on timely publications.
Below each review's abstract in the newsletter are links to chreeSOURCE search
queries that are related to the subject area of the particular review..
These days, social med_ia is an ever-present cool for our conversation with
current and pocencial threeSOURCE user groups. The RC uses the ESPC's so
cial media applications ro demonstrate how threeSOURCE is a valuable tool for
retrieving publications on particular social issues in Alberta. During days, weeks,
and months chat recognize a particular social issue (International Day for che
Eradication of Poverty, Housing Month, etc.), messages and tweets containing
URLs to resources chat focus on these issues are posted to the ESPC Facebook
and Twitter pages.
Within the community of information professionals, we have started a
dialogue about new types of information tools and information sources. A pre
sentation at the Progressive Librarians Guild of Edmonton's 2012 Symposium
brought threeSOURCE to the minds of forty progressive-minded information
practitioners from the area, inviting our fellow librarians to realize the poten
tial of non-traditional systems for information management. Although we do
not have any proof that chis poster presentation has increased discussion about
chreeSOURCE in the library community in Alberta, a link co threeSOURCE
was added to a university library research guide by a symposium delegate once
the ronfetence concluded. Also during the symposium, Stephen MacDonald
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spoke to a librarian who expressed interest in adding a link to threeSOURCE to
her library's website.

User Response
According to our Google Analytics page, visitors use chreeSOURCE to ac
cess research on a variety of social issues affecting Albertans. chreeSOURCE
visitors tend to focus their research on a few major subjects that include poverty,
income and income inequality, homelessness, affordable housing, food security,
and topics related to family and children in Alberta (including family violence,
child welfare, and child care). Other subject areas that visitors have explored on
threeSOURCE are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

immigration
social inclusion and exclusion
race and racism
social enterprise
sexual and labor exploitation
education
well-being of indigenous peoples
social determinants of health
health care
nonprofit organizations
women
employment and unemployment

Our efforts have led co a steady :increase in the number of individuals using
threeSOURCE: From January I to December 31, 2012, chreeSOURCE was
accessed I 637 times by 1 189 visitors. Users accessed 5520 pages in the database,
viewing an average of 3.19 pages per visit. In 2012, chreeSOURCE received
15% more visits, 27% more visitors, and 6% more page views than it did in
201 1 .

Starting a New Dialogue
Further ways for cultivating conversations about information in the social
services sector have been identified. To start, we have created a compilation of
email liscs used by poverty and homelessness reduction advocates in Alberta,
social services sector employees who work in the province, librarians both in the
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Edmonton area and across North America, and other individuals interested in
local social issues. Information about rhreeSOURCE will be distributed to these
lists.
According to website sratisrics, threeSOURCE is being accessed by people
who use computer networks operated by the City of Edmonton, ocher mu
nicipal governments in Alberta, the Government of Alberta, and the federal
gover111menr. There is grear pocenrial for chreeSOURCE to become a more regu
larly-used research tool among municipal, provincial, and federal public servants
and politicians. We plan to promote rhreeSOURCE to public servants who are
working on relevant social initiatives in order to help them access rhe latest and
mosr percinenr information.
Librarians in public, academic, and special libraries need to become more
involved in rhe conversation about resources related to social issues in their com
munities. Local librarians have shown char they are interested in and supportive
of this research cool. In September 2012, academic librarians from universities
across the province were concacred regarding adding rhreeSOURCE to their
on line subject guides. Because of chis outreach, librarians ac insciturions such as
the University of Alberta, the University ofCalgary, and Grant MacEwan Uni
versity have decided to add threeSOURCE co research guides char rhey manage.
The ESPC will continue to promote chreeSOURCE among academic librarians
and demonstrate how university and college students in Alberta can use chis
database to collect research about social issues in chis province.
The popular press is also providing space for rhreeSOURCE to demonstrate
its value co rhe community as a research rool. The database will be featured in
publications such as Peace Library System's monthly newsletter and the Edmon
ton Community Foundation's magazine, Legacy in Action.

Thinking Outside the Box
For information professiornals, threeSOURCE has provided an opportunity
to chink outside the box, to focus more on a distinctive user community and
its exceptional needs and less on the traditional service delivery mechanisms of
online and physical libraries. Serving rhe needs ofusers who work in the field of
social justice- whether as policy makers, researchers, or practitioners- requires:
information professionals to ask che right questions about information needs:
and use, and ro listen carefully to the answers.
As mentioned in the introduction, rhe current shape of the Resource Coor
dinator position at the ESPC is also che resulc ofa librarian chinking outside the
box. More specifically, che facl char che RC is an information professional at all
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is because Jen Hoyer had decided co look for all jobs chat required her skill set,
not only jobs chat explicitly advertised for her occupation.
In an increasingly information-based world, it is essential for informa
tion workers co look for new places to use their abilities, even where employ
ers haven't realized that such a professional would be suitable for the job. Our
expertise is becoming vital in a growing number of places, and it is up to us to
educate the rest of society about where and how they need our skills. For a grant
funded position like the RC at the ESPC, convincing en1ployers and funders of
the value of having an information professional on staff is a continual process.
In this context, the major investment chat has been made into threeSOURCE
and the role that the RC and threeSOURCE play as a locus for information
produced by the ESPC form a strong leverage in favor of maintaining the RC
position with an information worker on staff.
In the midst of worry over decreased hiring in traditional library settings,
there are actually countless new opportunities waiting for information profes
sionals who can look beyond the library job boards and convince employers rhac
our training makes us the best fir for their positions. Associating with the status
of a library institution or receiving the title ofLibrarian should ultimately be less
important than working in an environment where we can do an excellent job of
assisting in the use of information.

Reflecting on Librarianship: Back to Basics
threeSOURCE is a unique information project that works with and chal
lenges the basic values oflibrarianship. The American Library Association's Core
Values ofLibrarianship (2004)-including access, confidentiality/privacy, pres
ervation, social responsibility, diversity, and incelleccion freedom- provide us
with a framework for reflecting on how chreeSOURCE embodies and challenges
the way librarians regard their work. The design and implemencacion of three
SOURCE, as described above, required creativity and innovation; the questions
posed by our values as information professionals cake us a step back in chinking
about why we n1ake the decisions that we do.
Many of the issues that arise out of managing threeSOURCE are a direct
result of the fact that chis collection is primarily composed of grey literature.
Reflections on the specific issues that grey literature raise for the values of infor
mation professionals are included where appropriate in the following discussion.
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Access
Collection Access
chreeSOURCE is a freely-accessible research database. Ocher similar cools,
including most bibliographic databases, require a subscription to read content.
Free access to chreeSOURCE is a major benefit for nonprofit organizations chat
need current research but do not have the budget for database and periodical
subscriptions.
Multiple online entry points co chreeSOURCE provide access from the
ESPC website: che front page of the website contains a permanent link co three
SOURCE and a brief description of the database, and the ESPC website's New
Resources page provides URLs co records ofrecent acquisitions. This has proven
to be a successful way ofchanneling users to chreeSOURCE.
Beyond this, we have cried to imagi ne where our potential users might be
looking for infonnation and how we could guide chem co che resources in chree
SOURCE. Featuring chreeSOURCE on academic library subject guides, as de
scribed above, resulted i n several new external access points. chreeSOURCE is
also accessible from che Library and Archives Canada Canadian Information by
Subject research guide.

Item Access
As mentioned above, the threeSOURCE colleccion contains a combination
of cradirional monographs as well as print or electronic articles, conference pro
ceedings, and ocher grey literature chat is highly relevant co che user audience.
Decisions abour higher levels ofindexing (by chapter, paper, or article) are made
entirely co enhance access.
chreeSOURCE provides electronic full-cexc access co as n1any items in the
colleccion as possible; if available, records in chreeSOURCE link co a PDF ver
sion of rhe report housed on chreeSOURCE's server, which can be downloaded
directly from che database. chreeSOURCE also contains records for digital re
ports chat are scored on ocher websites. In these cases, our record contains a
URL co che full-cexc report on che we�ice of the organization chat originally
published it. In terms of these electronic resources, the collection is accessible to
anyone wich a compurer and an Incerner connection.
For princ-only resources, visible online as only an item record, any member
of the public can visit che ESPC library and access materials. However, nor all
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threeSOURCE visitors live in the Edmonton area. A threeSOURCE user inter
ested in a print-only resource who lives outside this region would be required to
make special arrangements; off-site delivery of print formats is not generally pos
sible. Also, only members of the ESPC are allowed to borrow publications from
the library. Despite these limitations on access to the print materials themselves,
the fact that threeSOURCE is a freely-accessible database allows any interested
researcher to see what related publications exist.
Librarians are constantly challenged with interpreting rules of the profes
sion-rules that might seem to recommend use of traditional subject classifi
cation schemes. Many libraries use standardized models that are created and
updated by individuals who are unfamiliar with their library's collection. We
believe that the basic tenets of librarianship should prioritize accessibility over
tradition. When the answers to "does this classification scheme fit our collec
tion" and "are our users so familiar with traditional classification schemes that
they would have difficulty using new ones" are both a resounding "no," access
is clearly improved with a collection-specific scheme. Is this true for every user?
It is certainly not the case in every library, but it may be for more libraries than
have implemented customized classification schemes.
threeSOURCE resources are indexed using a subject classification scheme
developed specifically for the collection. As language becomes outdated, subject
headings are replaced with more current terms to reflect vocabulary changes. In
the case of threeSOURCE, this is most obviously demonstrated over the last
many decades by an evolution of the subject term "Indians" to "Indigenous
Peoples." The language of a classification scheme is always political, however.
As an example, the possibility of adding a subject term to deal with publications
related to bitumen extraction from oil sands would necessitate choosing between
"oil sands" and "tar sands," a word choice chat is part of a highly politicized
debate.
Providing access points to grey literature raises another set of issues: an item
may have several more authors than traditional publications do or may not list
any author; or title, author, and other basic information may be represented dif
ferently throughout the document. Grey literature requires that the information
manager make intentional choices regarding how to make the collection most
accessible.

Confidentiality/Privacy
The RC uses Google Analytics to crack the ISP networks of people accessing
threeSOURCE, as well as their location, pages that they access, and other statis-
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tics related to the information-seeking behaviors ofvisitors to the website. Some
of this information (including the ISP networks that accessed che database and
location of users) is recorded in quarterly performance reports. These statistics
are used to inform collection development and promotion of chreeSOURCE,
but confidentiality and privacy of visitors is ensured by not making this infor
mation publicly available. We track this data in order to better serve our users,
while remaining conscious of the need co respecr rheir privacy.

Preservation
By hosting full-texr documents, rhreeSOURCE nor only improves access
co marerials in the first place but also serves a second function as an archive.
threeSOURCE operates in a sector where non-currenr information is often lost
as organizations move offices, update computer systems, and change website
hosts. This reflects a common issue when dealing wirh grey literature: grey lirera
ture can be less stable rhan traditional publications, with prime examples being
elecrronic resources hosted on insecure servers or print documents produced on
less-sturdy mediums (newsprint, for example). threeSOURCE acts as a secure
repository for research publications that may be lost or poorly shared beyond
their original publication and distribution_
In the digital realm, the argument that threeSOURCE adequately preserves
electronic formacs has limitations. All electronic versions of reports that are cata
loged in threeSOURCE and scored on the ESPC's server are PDF files. Over
time, these PDFs will need to be converted into newer formats. In addition,
there are records in threeSOURCE that contain a URL to a full-text document
hosted outside the threeSOURCE server. Websites change and disappear over
time; i t is possible that some of these links will become inaccessible if these exter
nal hoses go offiine. Every library has a finite Web server capacity and a limited
ability to host content. As a result, every librarian must make choices about the
digital publications they are able co preserve.
Grey literature requires us co ask what we are preserving: in the case of a
disintegrating newsprint pamphlet, is it necessary co find funds in a tight budget
to stabilize che format, or is it only important to preserve the content of the
item by scanning it and hosting the electronic version on a reliable server? three
SOURCE is designed to retain its contents in the public sphere for as long as
possible. Some publications are publicly available, whether in print or digitally,
only through threeSOURCE. In this situation, preserving content should take
priority over preserving format.
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Social Responsibility
threeSOURCE is a prime example of how information workers can use
their skills to bring attention co deeply entrenched social problems that prevent
certain groups in our society from reaching their full potential. By improving
access co research on a variety of social issues in Alberta, rhreeSOURCE is part
of the discussion around these issues and how they can be addressed.
The creation and maintenance of threeSOURCE also highlights a case in
which someone convinced a hiring committee chat the best fir for the role of
RC-with the skills and background that could allow for the most socially re
sponsible delivery of inforn1ation- was a trained information professional.

Diversity
threeSOURCE strives co improve access to research publications around
social problems that all Albertans face. It contains items chat relate to issues
involving Aboriginals, immigrants, refugees, and individuals from a variety of
ethnic groups. However, the number of reports in rhreeSOURCE that focus on
particular ethnic groups in Alberta is low in proportion co other subject areas.
This may be linked co a lower publication rate on these issues, or it may be an
indication chat threeSOURCE mu.st network more with diverse ethnic commu
nities in order to discover more materials from a variety of cultural perspectives.
When conducting collection development, we have to ask ourselves if our
traditional means of tracking new publications will really uncover every new
item that is appropriate for the collection. In the context of grey literature, rely
ing on publishers will be much less useful than networking with users who know
what is going on in their sector and dialoguing with practitioners who produce
relevant materials. Collection development that is truly diverse requires inven
tiveness and resourcefulness.

Intellectual Freedom
The RC adds publications to the collection based largely on an awareness of
what will be useful to the user community. Because of the political leanings of
current users, these publications tend to reflect a more progressive mindset. Re
search from conservative social policy chink tanks is underrepresented in the col
lection. It can be argued that this contradicts our position of non-partisanship,
and that the personal bias of the RC has too much influence over the selection
process. However, it could also be argued that we are not intentionally selecting
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marerial with a left-leaning position bur are instead selecting irems rhar will be
used rarher rhan disregarded, based on user feedback and database statistics.
Many of the works in chreeSOURCE are written by nonprofit organiza
tions that also identify as being non-partisan; it is possible that social policy
organizations that author these publications tend to look at social issues with a
more critical and progressive stance.

Considering This...
A reflection on our core values as information professionals confirms the un
derlying thread of our discussion about the design and implementation of three
SOURCE: building an information system cannot always rely on doing what
we've been taught to do, what everyone else is doing, or even what our users say
chat they want us to do. Every information system will be different because every
community's needs are different. By taking ourselves back co the fundamental
values of our field, we can ask ourselves the big questions that properly facilitate
the way we think about information delivery in any given context. Finding the
right information tool for the social services sector isn't impossible, and it isn't
difficult either. Applying our skills as information professionals co a community
in the best way possible, and asking the deep questions that will allow us ro do
this, is the best way for us ro fulfill our role in the community.

In Conclusion
chreeSOURCE is a new way ro ralk about and inceracc with information.
With exciting new methods for delivery and interaction with users- arguably
the best methods for the community it intends co serve- threeSOURCE can be
viewed only as a successful information system.
And yet, the key goal behind every design and implementation decision has
little co do with new techniques or new technology. Innovation without purpose
is meaningless. threeSOURCE is all about looking at how the social services sec
tor retrieves and uses information, how to meet needs based on user behavior,
and ultimately how to deliver che information that will help practitioners and
policy makers in the sector do the best job possible of dealing with current social
issues. Ifusers want stone tablets, we have ro find a way to deliver them. Thank
fully our users are keen on conversation and interaction, and rhreeSOURCE has
found a way ro join the dialogue and bring new information to the table.
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